
A Note on Inverse Funtions

We should take notie of a detail when heking for the existene of an

inverse for a give funtion. The typial example is the funtion y = f(x) = x2
.

Clearly, this funtion has no inverse - for example, it fails the �horizontal line

test�.

However, a funtion is not only a �rule�, but also inludes a �domain�. When

de�ning f(x) without mentioning a domain expliitly, like we did above, we

imply that the domain is given by all x suh that f(x) makes sense. In the ase

of x2
this is �all real numbers�, of ourse. And, as we already mentioned, this

funtion has no inverse.

However, we are free to de�ne a new funtion, by speifying the same �rule�,

but a di�erent domain. The standard example is to take this new funtion g as

g(x) = x2
, but domain limited to {x |x ≥ 0}. This �new� funtion does indeed

pass the horizontal line test! In fat, this funtion is invertible, and you have

met the inverse funtion for sure: it is a funtion with the same domain as g,

and is g−1(x) =
√
x (

√
x is de�ned as the positive or prinipal square root of

x).

Of ourse, one we feel free to hoose a domain with some arbitrariness,

we have more than one option. One other obvious hoie, in our example, is to

restrit to the domain {x |x ≤ 0}. This new funtion, di�erent both from f , and

from g, let's all it h, also passes the horizontal line test, and so is invertible.

The inverse, is also most likely familiar to you: h−1(x) = −√
x (the negative

square root).

x2
is by far not the only example. Funtions of the form x2k

(i.e., even

powers) have exatly the same feature. Polynomials present a more ompliated

piture, but, if you look at the graph of one, if it doesn't pass the horizontal

line test, you an notie that, if you hoose a su�iently redued domain, you

an de�ne (in many di�erent ways) a new funtion that is invertible.
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You may notie that this graph (it is the graph of f(x) = x4 − 7x2 + x− 1)
fails the horizontal line test miserably. However, the graph an broken down

into four parts, in eah of whih it is always inreasing, or always dereasing.

If we de�ne a new funtion g(x) with the same algebrai expression as f , but

with a domain (arbitrarily) restrited to one of these four setions, g will be

invertible.

In future Math lasses you may meet other �standard� funtions with a sim-

ilar situation: while they do not have an inverse, if de�ned with their �maximal�

domain, useful inverses are nonetheless introdued by restriting the original

funtion to a smaller domain.


